Surveillance is becoming more and more important in the recent years. In many cities, cameras have been set to look after parks, streets, roads, facilities and so on, however this fact is rising concerns about privacy. In this work, an alternative surveillance method which gather at once security and privacy has been propose and tested. Based on fiber optic specklegram technology; a system consisting of a fiber optic, a coherent light source and a photodetector has been placed under a carpet for detecting people walking over it and its accuracy, regarding measuring the steps, have been measured. Results suggest that using low exposed geometries along the carpet and basic processing methods, it is possible to detect with more than 95% of accuracy the number of steps done by the person walking over the carpet.
INTRODUCTION
The safety demands from the citizens to avoid all kind of threats have generated an intense grown in the number surveillance systems installed worldwide. However, these surveillance systems frequently conflict with privacy. In many cities cameras have been set to look after parks, streets, roads, facilities and so on, moreover it is highly probable that we will see the number of them increasing all around the world in the next years [1] .
Among surveillance cases; pedestrian detection it is a necessity not only in the safety and security field, such as automotive safety or surveillance of areas and facilities, but also in human machine interfaces, and robotics. So far many different systems have been developed and established for that purpose [2] . Cameras are the most extended one, since they are cheap and very useful to get a great amount of information on real time. However, there are some locations in which a surveillance video-camera is not a plausible alternative [3] . In some areas, where the expectation or even the legitimate demand of privacy is required, the pedestrian detection systems can be still required, thus, there is a need of looking for alternative and reliable technologies. In this non-conventional context, low-cost fiber-optic specklegram arise as a suitable technology for pedestrian detection, due to the privacy that the system has indeed, and due to the possibility of sense wide areas.
The speckle phenomenon produced in fiber optics has been studied by many authors, and for rather different applications [4] [5] [6] . Spillman et al. defined this phenomenon as an interference between different modes together with a self-mode interaction which is given when a coherent light is propagated through a multimode fiber optic. The output speckle pattern projected by the end of the fiber (specklegram) is composed of a large number of individual speckles (bright dots and dark areas). The intensity of each individual speckle may vary while the total intensity of the speckle pattern must remain constant [5] . Perturbations applied to multimode optical fibers have influence on phase, polarization and distribution of the modes, resulting in visible changes in the speckle pattern. By analyzing these changes within the speckle pattern the original perturbations can be sense.
In this work, the specklegram technology was considered as a possible method to monitor pedestrians. The main point on the research was to develop an optimal combination of geometry distribution, type of fiber and processing method in order to obtain an accurate measurement of the number of steps when someone walking on the monitored carpet. This measurement has been done based on a proof-of-concept system while its accuracy has been obtained to verify the initial hypothesis: whether this technique could be used or not as a surveillance system. *alberto.rodriguez@unican.es; phone +34 942200877; fax +34 942200877
TEST SEQUENCE AND SET UP
The first step in this research was to establish some initial conditions to procced with the main tests. Initially some random geometries were tested along the fiber using different lengths of fiber-optic segments, and different diameter core. Following the achieved results, it was decided to use plastic fiber optics with diameter core equal or bigger than 50 micrometers, and lengths of 3.7 meters. In addition, all the fibers selected had an external protection.
After the initial experiments, four different diameter core were tested: 50, 250, 1000, and 2000 micrometers. The four segments were 3.7 meters long, and each of them were tested in three different geometries and using two different photodetector systems: a CCD camera and a photodiode. For every fiber-detector combination, two people walked over the carpet performing six steps. This carpet was 4.3 meters long and 70 centimeters wide. A schematic representation is depicted in Figure 1 . Since the capturing rate and the available data were different in the photodiode and in the CCD camera; two different processing methods were developed: one for the CCD camera and another for the photodiode. Both follow the same processing steps: differential processing, mobile average filter and peak detection.
The differential processing method in the case of the CCD camera was done by subtracting in every pixel the value given in the frame n-1 from the value given in the frame n, and afterwards adding all this values of each pixel without taking into consideration their positive or negative sing. Eventually one final value was obtained for each frame, which represents the variation in the speckle pattern in the current frame in reference with the immediately previous one. On the other hand, the differential processing method was done just by subtracting the intensity value from the previous one.
Both the moving average filter and the peak detection function were, indeed, the same in both: CCD and photodiode, with the only exception of the number of values taken for the mobile average. This can be explained due to the fact that the capture rate was different so the faster it was, the more values must be taken for the filter to be accurate. Figure 2 shows the processing sequence in one of the test carried out for both photodiode and CCD camera. Each combination was tested three times by two different people, in order to obtain better statistically outcomes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Each accuracy value has been calculated using a trivial equation (Eq. 1). Being ƞ the resulting accuracy given in percentage, X the number of steps detected by the system, Y the number of steps done by each person, and n the number of test performed (six for every combination). In Table 1 The experimental results, suggest that the less exposed geometry (the parallel location) tend to be more accurate than the other locations that pedestrian set foot on it. This fact was confirmed in further in-vivo experiments; in these experiments, whenever the pedestrian stepped on the fiber optic, the generated perturbation was so intense that the speckle pattern had no time to become into a stable state, and thereby, this step and the next one were detected as one single step in the processing method.
In terms of core diameter, the 1000-micrometers fiber optic performs the best of them, while the 50-micrometers fiber rendered useless. This phenomenon suggests that there is a tradeoff between the amount of light delivered to the photodetector system (the more the better), and the number of modes contained by the fiber (related to the diameter of the (1) fiber), thus a diameter core bigger than 1000 micrometers is too sensitive. Thereby, when this extra sensitivity is present, each step generates switching states in the speckle pattern too long between one step and the next one, detecting a single step instead of two.
CONCLUSIONS
Pedestrian detection system based on specklegram technology has been proved as a very accurate system; exhibiting accuracies of 97% in some cases. Therefore, this technology could be positioned in some scenarios as an alternative to the predominant surveillance-methods (e.g. video camera monitoring), with the advantages discussed in the introduction section: a higher degree of privacy for the people being monitoring and the possibility of sensing wide areas.
When it comes to optimize the sensing process; the main obtained conclusion is that fiber optic should be placed in a way that people walking never set foot on it. It has been observed a wide range of miscalculation in those measurements where the fiber optic had a higher risk of being step over by the person walking, this is, in the central ring location and in the straight configuration; though to a less extender degree. Other method to avoid this problem, could be a better integration or covering for the employed optical fiber.
In terms of diameter, it has been observed that all the plastic fiber optic used instead of the 50 micrometers of diameter core exhibit good performance when measuring steps. Based on the achieved results, it can be concluded that optical fiber must have at least a critical number of modes to exhibit enough sensitivity. Finally, the comparison between CCD camera and photodiode, both performed well in the same locations for diameter core larger than 50 micrometers. The lower information that the photodiode gets from the behavior of each mode is compensated by the faster rate of capture, while, for the 50 micrometers fiber, the intensity received is only enough to perform a CCD detection. The achieved results enable this technology to be employed in real security systems.
